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Abstract.

Short, bijective proofs of identities for multisets of ‘hook pairs’ (arm-leg
pairs) of the cells of certain diagrams are given. These hook pair identities were originally found by Regev.

1. Introduction. In their work [7] on asymptotic analysis of degrees of sequences
of symmetric group characters, Regev and Vershik obtained some hook formulas,
which led them to conjecture surprising identities for multisets of hooks. These identities were shortly thereafter proved independently by Bessenrodt [1], Janson [2], and
Regev and Zeilberger [8]. Another such identity was added by Postnikov and Regev
[4]. Moving one step ahead, Regev [5] observed that in fact all these identities are
not only true as identities for multisets of hooks, but even as identities for multisets
of the corresponding arm-leg pairs. He called the latter (and we follow this convention) “hook pairs.” As is shown in [5], these identities imply several nice formulas for
special evaluations of Schur and Jack polynomials. All the aforementioned identities
feature hooks and arm-leg pairs of regions which are built out of (nonshifted) Ferrers
diagrams. Finally, in [6], Regev provided similar identities for regions resulting from
shifted diagrams.
Regev proves his multiset identities in [5, 6] by inductive arguments. (The proofs
in [2, 4, 8] are also inductive, only Bessenrodt’s argument in [1] is combinatorial.)
The purpose of this paper is to provide short, bijective proofs of all these identities.
In fact, what I am going to demonstrate is that there is just one “master bijection”
out of which all the identities result straightforwardly.
In the next section we provide all the relevant definitions and formulate, in Theorems 1–3, three key identities from [5, 6], which straightforwardly imply all other
multiset identities in these two papers (and, thus, all the multiset identities in [1,
2, 4, 7, 8]). In the subsequent Section 3, we present our “master bijection,” which
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immediately implies the first of these identities, Theorem 1. The resulting proofs of
Theorems 2 and 3 are then given in Sections 4 and 5.
2. Identities for multisets of hook pairs. We recall some basic partition terminology (cf. [3, Ch. I, Sec. 1]). A partition is a sequence µ = (µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µ` ) of
positive integers, arranged in weakly decreasing order. We identify a partition µ with
its Ferrers diagram, which is an array of cells with ` left-justified rows and µi cells
in row i. To each cell, c say, we associate two numbers, the arm length and the leg
length of c. The arm length a(c) of c is the number of cells which are (strictly) to the
right of c and in the same row as c. Similarly, the leg length l(c) of c is the number of
cells which are (strictly) below of c and in the same column as c. We call the arm-leg
pair (a(c), l(c)) of a cell c the hook pair of c. For example, Figure 1 shows the Ferrers
diagram (5, 3, 3, 1). The marked cell has arm length 3 and leg length 2, thus, the
corresponding hook pair being (3, 2). We adopt the convention of writing ab for a
part a of a partition which occurs b times, so that the partition (5, 3, 3, 1) could also
be written as (5, 32 , 1).

×

Figure 1

Now let the partition µ = (µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µ` ) be given, and choose k and n such that
µ fits in the n × k rectangular partition (kn ), i.e., k ≥ µ1 and n ≥ `. Let us denote
the rectangle (kn ) by Rn,k . Under these assumptions, we form two skew diagrams,
µ). The skew diagram SRn,k (µ) is formed by starting with the
SRn,k (µ) and SRn,k (e
k × n rectangle Rn,k , removing a copy of the partition µ from the top-left corner of
Rn,k , and then gluing a copy of µ to the right of Rn,k so that the first row of this
copy of µ is glued to the first row of Rn,k . See Figure 2.b for an example with k = 6,
n = 4, µ = (5, 2, 1). The skew diagram SRn,k (e
µ) is formed in a similar way. Again
one starts with the k × n rectangle Rn,k . But now a copy of the partition µ which
is rotated by 180◦ is removed from the bottom-right corner of Rn,k , and then a copy
of µ which is rotated by 180◦ is glued to the left of Rn,k so that the last row of this
rotated copy of µ is glued to the last row of Rn,k . See Figure 2.c for an example with
k = 6, n = 4, µ = (5, 2, 1).
Now we are ready to state the first of Regev’s hook pair identities [5, Theorem 2].
Theorem 1. The multiset of hook pairs of the cells of SRn,k (µ) is identical with the
multiset of hook pairs of the cells of SRn,k (e
µ).
Still given a partition µ = (µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µ` ) and integers k and n such that k ≥ µ1
and n ≥ `, we form another skew diagram, SQ(n, k, µ), by starting again with the
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c. The skew diagram SR4,6 ((5, 2, 1))
Figure 2
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The skew diagram SQ(4, 6, (4, 2, 1))
Figure 3

n × k rectangle Rn,k , removing a copy of µ which is rotated by 180◦ from the bottomright corner of Rn,k , gluing such a rotated copy of µ to the left of Rn,k in the same
way as before when we formed SRn,k (e
µ), and finally gluing a rotated (by 180◦ ) copy
of µ to the top of Rn,k so that the last column of this rotated copy of µ is glued to
the last column of Rn,k . See Figure 3 for an example with k = 6, n = 4, µ = (4, 2, 1).
The second of Regev’s hook pair identities [5, Theorem 1.(a)] reads as follows.
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Theorem 2. The multiset of hook pairs of the cells of SQ(n, k, µ) is equal to the
union of the multiset of hook pairs of the cells of Rn,k and the multiset of hook pairs
of the cells of µ.

p(µ)

SQ(a, µ)

µ

A2
R(a)
..........................................................................................
q(A)
q(R(a))

Figure 4

Finally we concern ourselves with Regev’s refinement [6] of Theorem 2 for partitions
µ of the form µ = (λ1 , . . . , λs | λ1 − 1, . . . , λs − 1) (in Frobenius notation; cf. [3, p. 3]),
where λ1 > · · · > λs > 0. Given such a partition µ, we split it into two “halves”
by cutting it along the diagonal as is illustrated in the top-left part of Figure 4 in
an example where µ = (223 , 163 , 156 , 122 , 6, 36 ) = (21, 20, 19, 12, 11, 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 |
20, 19, 18, 11, 10, 9, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2). Denote the lower-left region by p(µ). Given a ≥
µ1 − 1 = λ1 , let R(a) denote the a × (a + 1) rectangle Ra,a+1 = ((a + 1)a ). Again,
we split it into two halves, by cutting it along the diagonal as is illustrated in the
bottom-left part of Figure 4 for a = 21. Denote the upper-right region by q(R(a)).
Now consider SQ(a, µ) := SQ(a, a + 1, µ). Recall that this region consists of the
a × (a + 1) rectangle Ra,a+1 , of which a rotated copy of µ has been removed from
its bottom-right corner, and on top of which and to the left of which was placed a
rotated copy of µ each. Once again we split it into two halves along the diagonal of
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the rectangle Ra,a+1 , as is illustrated in Figure 4. (There, we have chosen a = 21 and
µ = (223 , 163 , 156 , 122 , 6, 36 ). Since it is of no relevance for us here, we have omitted
to display the rotated copy of µ placed to the left of the rectangle R21,22 .) The part
of SQ(a, µ) above the diagonal (in the example of Figure 4 this is the region inside
the thick boundary) consists of two parts, the rotated copy of µ on top, which we
denote by A2 , and the part which remained from R(a), which we denote by q(A).
If H is a subregion of G (an example being H = p(µ) and G = µ), let us write
HPG (H) for the multiset of hook pairs of the cells of H measured inside G, i.e., arm
length and leg length are taken with respect to the boundaries of G (and not with
respect to the boundaries of H). (See [6, Sec. 1] for an elaborate example. The
definition is motivated by the definition of shifted hook length when p(µ) is regarded
as a shifted partition, cf. [3, Ch. III, Sec. 8, Ex. 12].)
With this notation, the main result from [6, Theorem I, (I.1)] reads as follows.
Theorem 3. With the assumptions and notations as explained above, the following
identity holds between multisets of hook pairs:
HPµ (p(µ)) ∪ HPR(a) (q(R(a))) = HPSQ(a,µ) (q(A)) ∪ HPSQ(a,µ) (A2 ).
3. The “master bijection” — Proof of Theorem 1. It is obvious that for a
proof of Theorem 1 it suffices to consider just those cells c of SRn,k (µ) and SRn,k (e
µ)
for which the corresponding hook pairs (a(c), l(c)) have a fixed arm length, a(c) = d
say, and to show that the multiset of leg lengths of these cells in SRn,k (µ) agrees with
the multiset of leg lengths of these cells in SRn,k (e
µ). To illustrate what we mean,
choose n = 10, k = 8, µ = (7, 7, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 1). The skew diagrams SRn,k (µ) and
SRn,k (e
µ) with this choice of parameters are displayed in Figure 5. The Figure also
shows the cells in SRn,k (µ) and SRn,k (e
µ) which have arm length d = 2. The numbers
inside the cells are the corresponding leg lengths. We call the cells of a region R which
have arm length d, the broken column of R in distance d. We have to show that, in
general, for any d the multiset of leg lengths of cells in the broken column of SRn,k (µ)
in distance d is equal to the multiset of leg lengths of cells in the broken column of
SRn,k (e
µ) in distance d.
SRn,k (e
µ)
2
1
SRn,k (µ)

2
1

4

2

3
2

4
3

2
1

2
1

2

2

1
0

1
0
Figure 5
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If we rotate SRn,k (e
µ) by 180◦ , then SRn,k (µ) and the rotated SRn,k (e
µ) fit together
side by side. Figure 6 shows the result in the case of our example of Figure 5. The
numbers in the broken column which is to the left of the staircase that forms the
border between the two regions are the vertical distances of the cells to the “bottom”
of the diagram (consisting of the staircase and the base line to the left of the staircase),
while the numbers in the broken column which is to the right of the staircase are the
vertical distances of the cells to the “top” of the diagram (consisting of the staircase
and the top line to the right of the staircase). Our task is to set up a bijection between
these two multisets of numbers.

2
1

0
1

4

2

3
2

1
2

2
1

3
4

2
1
0

2
1
2
Figure 6

Lemma. Let S be a given staircase (see Figure 6). Let Cl be the broken column in
distance d left of S, and let Cr be the broken column in distance d right of S. Then
there is an explicit bijection (the “master bijection”) between the multiset {l(c) : c ∈
Cl } and the multiset {l0 (c) : c ∈ Cr }. Here, l(c) denotes the distance of cell c to
the bottom of the diagram, and l0 (c) denotes the distance of cell c to the top of the
diagram.
Proof. We claim that the following algorithm defines such a bijection:
(MB1) Read the numbers in the cells of Cl one after the other by considering the cells
in the order bottom to top. While reading, out of each maximal increasing
subsequence of numbers form a stack. Place the stacks in such a way that
numbers of the same size are at the same height. (In our example in Figure 6,
the numbers 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 1, 2 are read in. See the left part of Figure 7
for the result after dividing this sequence into stacks.)
(MB2) Move all the numbers of the first stack which are smaller than the numbers in
the second stack to the second stack. Repeat this procedure with the second
and third stack, etc. (Thus, in our example in the left part of Figure 7 we
would move 0 from the first to the second stack, 0, 1 from the second to the
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third, and 0 from the third to the fourth stack. The result is displayed in the
right part of Figure 7.)
(MB3) Read the numbers in the result in the order from the last stack to the first,
and in each stack from bottom to top. (Thus, from the right part of Figure 7
we would read 0, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 1, 2.)
The claim is that the output of this algorithm is the numbers in the cells of Cr read by
considering the cells in the order top to bottom (which for our running example can
be verified in Figure 6). Clearly, this would immediately prove the Lemma because it
is obvious how to invert the algorithm.

2
1
0

2
1

4
3
2

2
1

2
1

2

4
3
2
1

2
1
0

Figure 7

In order to prove the claim, we first introduce some notation. The staircase S
consists of, alternately, vertical and horizontal pieces. Let the lengths of these pieces
be v1 , h1 , v2 , h2 , . . . , vp−1 , hp−1 , vp , where vi stands for the length of the i-th vertical
piece, if counted from bottom to top, and where hi stands for the length of the i-th
horizontal piece. In the example in Figure 6 we have v1 = 2, h1 = 1, v2 = 1, h2 = 2,
v3 = 2, h3 = 1, v4 = 2, h4 = 1, v5 = 1, h5 = 2, v6 = 2.
Furthermore, let the maximal increasing subsequences when reading the numbers
from Cl (from bottom to top) be 0, 1, . . . , M1 ; m2 , m2 + 1, . . . , M2 ; . . . ; mq , mq +
1, . . . , Mq , so that the corresponding diagram in the style of Figure 7 looks like
M2
..
.
M1
..
.

m2

M3
..
.

Mq
..
.
...

mq

m3

0
Then there exist uniquely determined integers i1 , . . . , iq and j1 , . . . , jq with 1 ≤ i1 <
· · · < iq = p, 1 = j1 < · · · < jq ≤ p, and jt ≤ it for all t, such that
M1 = vj1 + · · · + vi1 − 1, hj1 + · · · + hi1 −1 ≤ d and
m2 = vj2 + · · · + vi1 ,
hj2 −1 + · · · + hi1 > d and
M2 = vj2
. .
mq = vjq
Mq = vjq

+ · · · + vi2 − 1, hj2 + · · · + hi2 −1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+ · · · + viq−1 , hjq −1 + · · · + hiq−1
+ · · · + viq − 1, hjq + · · · + hiq −1

hj1 + · · · + hi1 > d,
hj2 + · · · + hi1 ≤ d,

≤ d and
hj2 + · · · + hi2 > d, (1)
. . . . . . . . . . . .
> d and hjq + · · · + hiq−1 ≤ d,
≤ d.
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Similarly, let the maximal increasing subsequences when reading the numbers from
Cr (from top to bottom) be 0, 1, . . . , M̃q ; . . . ; m̃2 , m̃2 +1, . . . , M̃2 ; m̃1 , m̃1 +1, . . . , M̃1 ,
so that the corresponding diagram in the style of Figure 7 looks like
M̃2
..
.

M̃1
..
.

m̃2

...

m̃1

M̃q
..
.
..
.
..
.

M̃q−1
..
.
m̃q−1

0
Then there exist uniquely determined integers j̃1 , . . . , j̃q and ĩ1 , . . . , ĩq with 1 ≤ j̃1 <
· · · < j̃q = p, 1 = ĩ1 < · · · < ĩq ≤ p, and j̃t ≥ ĩt for all t, such that
M̃q = vj̃q + · · · + vĩq − 1,
hj̃q −1 + · · · + hĩq ≤ d

and

hj̃q −1 + · · · + hĩq −1 > d,

and

hj̃q−1 −1 + · · · + hĩq −1 ≤ d,

m̃q−1 = vj̃q−1 + · · · + vĩq ,
hj̃q−1 + · · · + hĩq −1 > d
M̃q−1 = vj̃q−1 + · · · + vĩq−1 − 1,
hj̃q−1 −1 + · · · + hĩq−1 ≤ d and hj̃q−1 −1 + · · · + hĩq−1 −1 > d, (2)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
m̃1 = vj̃1 + · · · + vĩ2 ,
hj̃1 + · · · + hĩ2 −1 > d
M̃1 = vj̃1 + · · · + vĩ1 − 1,

and

hj̃1 −1 + · · · + hĩ2 −1 ≤ d,

hj̃1 −1 + · · · + hĩ1 ≤ d.

The claim is equivalent to the assertion that M̃t = Mt and m̃t = mt+1 for all t.
In view of (1) and (2), this would immediately follow once we show that j̃t = it and
ĩt = jt for all t. In order to do that, it suffices to derive the inequalities in (2) from
those of (1). Indeed, the general form of the inequalities in (1) is
hjt+1 −1 + · · · + hit > d and

hjt+1 + · · · + hit ≤ d,

(3)

hjt + · · · + hit −1 ≤ d and

hjt + · · · + hit > d.

(4)

In particular, the first inequality in (3) implies that
hjt+1 −1 + · · · + hit+1 −1 > d,

(5)

since by assumption we have it ≤ it+1 − 1. Similarly, the first inequality in (4) implies
that
hjt+1 −1 + · · · + hit −1 ≤ d,
(6)
since by assumption we have jt ≤ jt+1 − 1. Altogether, the inequalities in (3)–(6)
cover those of (2) with j̃t = it and ĩt = jt .
This concludes the proof of the Lemma.
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4. Proof of Theorem 2. The preceding bijection allows us to construct a bijection
for Theorem 2. We have to set up a bijection between the hook pairs in Rn,k ∪ µ and
the hook pairs in SQ(n, k, µ).
To begin with, we identify the hook pairs in a subregion of Rn,k with the hook
pairs in a subregion of SQ(n, k, µ). The subregion of Rn,k , S1 say, consists of the
first k − µ1 columns of Rn,k together with a copy of µ, reflected upside down, on the
bottom of Rn,k (see the left part of Figure 8 for an example with n = 18, k = 24,
µ = (153 , 63 , 36 )). The subregion of SQ(n, k, µ), S2 say, consists of the (rotated) copy
of µ on the left of SQ(n, k, µ), together with the next k − µ1 columns of SQ(n, k, µ)
(see the right part of Figure 8).

SQ(n, k, µ)
Rn,k

..
..
..
..
..
.
S....1
..
..
.

..
..
..
S....2
...
..
..
..
.

T1

T2

Figure 8

It is completely obvious that, row-wise, the hook pairs in these subregions must
be the same. I.e., reading hook pairs from left to right in the first row of S1 gives
exactly the same as reading hook pairs from left to right in the first row of S2 , the
same being true for the second rows, etc.
Therefore, what remains is to identify the hook pairs in the remaining regions.
Let us denote the complement of S1 in Rn,k by T1 , and the complement of S2 in
SQ(n, k, µ) by T2 (see Figure 8). Then we have to identify the hook pairs in T1 ∪ µ
with the hook pairs in T2 .
Let us again consider broken columns in some given distance d from the right
boundaries. This is indicated in Figure 9. (In this example, n = 18, k = 24, µ =
(153 , 63 , 36 ), and d = 4.) The figure also shows “fake” parts of broken columns for
µ and T2 , i.e., parts of broken columns which lie outside of the regions. They are
shown with dotted surroundings and should be ignored for the moment. We have to
identify the multiset of leg lengths in the broken columns of µ and T1 (excluding the
“fake” part) with the multiset of leg lengths in the broken column of T2 (excluding
the “fake” part). Let us denote the multiset of leg lengths in the broken column of µ
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µ
T2

............................................................

...
...
T1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
..............................................................................

...........
... ...
.........

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
................................................................................

Figure 9

by L(µ; d), and similarly for T1 and T2 .
In order to accomplish this identification, we observe that the Lemma from Section 3 provides a bijection between the multiset of leg lengths in the broken column
of µ, the “fake” part included, and the part of the broken column of T2 which is to
the left of the (rotated) copy of µ that has been removed from SQ(n, k, µ) (indicated
by dotted lines in Figure 9), again the “fake” part included. (In Figure 9, this part
of the broken column is the one below the dotted horizontal line running through T2 ,
the “fake” part included.) Let us denote the former multiset by Lf (µ; d), and the
latter by Lf (T2 ; d).
Furthermore, with the notation [[N ]] := {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}, we have


L(µ; d) ∪ L(T1 ; d) = Lf (µ; d)\[[`(µ) + 1 − min{k : µk ≤ d}]]


∪ [[n]]\[[max{k : µk ≥ µ1 − d}]]
/


= Lf (µ; d) ∪ [[n]]
[[`(µ) + 1 − min{k : µk ≤ d}]] ∪ [[max{k : µk ≥ µ1 − d}]] ,
(7)
where `(µ) denotes the number of parts of µ (equivalently, the number of rows of µ),
and


L(T2 ; d) = Lf (T2 ; d)\[[max{k : µk + d ≥ µ1 }]]


∪ [[n]]\[[`(µ) + 1 − min{k : µk ≤ d}]]

/

= Lf (T2 ; d) ∪ [[n]]
[[max{k : µk + d ≥ µ1 }]] ∪ [[`(µ) + 1 − min{k : µk ≤ d}]] .
(8)
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In view of our previous observation that the multisets Lf (µ; d) and Lf (T2 ; d) are
in bijection, it is now completely evident that the multisets L(µ; d) ∪ L(T1 ; d) and
L(T2 ; d) agree.
Remark. The argument thus far was not completely bijective. But it could easily be
made bijective, for example, using the simplified version of the involution principle
described in [9, bottom of p. 80ff]. There are other possibilities, but none of these
seem to yield naturally defined mappings. In particular, these would not add any
further insight. It is the “master bijection” from Section 3 and the computations in
(7) and (8) which really explain why Theorem 2 is true.
5. Proof of Theorem 3. In a similar manner, Theorem 3 can be proved. We have
to prove that the hook pairs in p(µ) and q(R(a)) (measured inside µ and R(a), respectively) are the same as the hook pairs in q(A) and A2 (measured inside SQ(a, µ)),
see Figure 4.
Again, it suffices to consider a broken column in some distance d from the right
boundaries in the corresponding figures, and to show that the leg lengths along the
broken columns agree (see Figure 10, where d = 4; the “fake” part of the broken
column in p(µ) should be ignored for the moment), i.e.,
L(p(µ); d) ∪ L(q(R(a)); d) = L(q(A); d) ∪ L(A2 ; d),
using the same notation as before.
Again, the key is the Lemma from Section 3. What Figure 11 shows is obtained by
the following construction: In Figure 10, in the part which shows p(µ), the extremal
point, denoted by M , on the “diagonal” is circled. The corresponding point, denoted
by M 0 , in the part which shows SQ(a, µ) is also circled. The top-most part of the
broken column in p(µ) reaches a certain height, h say, above M . (The height h can
be any nonnegative integer.) In Figure 10, we have h = 2. Now cut the Figure which
represents SQ(a, µ) by the horizontal line which is h units below M 0 . In addition,
cut off A2 . This gives Figure 11 (where h = 2), upon also adding a broken column
in distance d to the right of the path which runs from bottom-left to top-right, and
upon completing a broken column in distance d to the left of the path.
Let us denote the leg lengths (measured “to the bottom,” i.e., with respect to the
path which runs from bottom-left to top-right) in the broken column to the left by
Lf (q(A); d). These leg lengths contain all those which appear in L(q(A); d), plus the
additional ones in the added part of the broken column. More precisely, it is not
difficult to see that (at this point the special form of µ enters)
Lf (q(A); d) = L(q(A); d) ∪ [[d]].
Furthermore, the broken column to the right of the path is in perfect correspondence
with the broken column of p(µ) (with the “fake” part included; compare Figure 10),
which is seen by rotation by 180◦ . Let us denote the leg lengths (measured “to the
top,” i.e., with respect to the path which runs from bottom-left to top-right) in the
broken column to the right by Lf (p(µ); d). Obviously we have
Lf (p(µ); d) = L(p(µ); d) ∪ [[`(µ) + 1 − min{k : µk ≤ d}]].
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SQ(a, µ)

◦M

A2
..........................................................................................
q(A)
q(R(a))

◦M 0

Figure 10

...........
... ...
.. ...
... ...
.. ..
.......

◦
Figure 11

The point of the construction in Figure 11 is that the Lemma from Section 3 tells us
that Lf (q(A); d) = Lf (p(µ); d). Now, if we combine everything then we are done: We
have
L(p(µ); d) ∪ L(q(R(a)); d)

 

= Lf (p(µ); d)\[[`(µ) + 1 − min{k : µk ≤ d}]] ∪ [[a]]\[[d]]

/

= Lf (p(µ); d) ∪ [[a]]
[[`(µ) + 1 − min{k : µk ≤ d}]] ∪ [[d]]
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and

 

L(q(A); d) ∪ L(A2 ; d) = Lf (q(A); d)\[[d]] ∪ [[a]]\[[`(µ) + 1 − min{k : µk ≤ d}]]
/


= Lf (q(A); d) ∪ [[a]]
[[d]] ∪ [[`(µ) + 1 − min{k : µk ≤ d}]] .
Clearly, in view of Lf (q(A); d) = Lf (p(µ); d) these two expressions agree, as desired.
Hence, the assertion of Theorem 3 is established.
Remark. Again, the above argument was not completely bijective. Statements analogous to those in the Remark at the end of Section 4 apply also here.
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